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Abstract – This paper presents modelling and design optimization of a microfeeder which, as part of a microassembly 
system, is used for contactless object delivery. The microfeeder consists of an array of microactuators which are controlled 
by electrostatic actuation and used for maneuvering outcoming air jet for object hovering and delibery. The airflow behav-
iour in the microactuator is analysed by means of fluid mechanics and Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulation 
from three aspects, theoretical analysis, initial design assessment, and design modifications. The focus is put on the basic 
types of the microfeeder structure and the effects of structural details to the systematic performance. The structural pattern 
of the microactuator for forming airflow nozzle is identified and two design plans are proposed as basic structure patterns 
of pneumatic microactuators. The optimized design numerically shows the ability of delivering objects. This paper analyses 
the flow distribution pattern in microactuators and points out a way for effective design of pneumatic microfeeder systems. 
The optimization strategy provided by the present paper has close relevance to the design and manufacture of pneumatic 
microfeeder systems. 
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1 Introduction 
The development of microsystems entails several 
integrations, respectively in space, function and physics. In 
space, microsystems have been developed from two 
dimensional to three dimensional systems. 3D is the basic 
form and rational pattern in the natural world. Construction 
of 3D features can thus enrich the suitability of systems and 
provide microsystems with extensive developing space and 
large design flexibility. In function, more and more active 
functions have been developed and performed by 
microsystems. These microsystems are becoming all-purpose 
systems moving away from passive functional based 
systems. In physics, mutiple domain is a distinctive character 
of microsystems versus macro systems. Multiphysics is 
widely suitable for microsystems as in the microspace, 
electronic and thermal are two indispensible domains. 
Moreover their effects have to be cosidered with other 
domains, such as mechanics, fluidics, magnetics, phonics and 
optics, etc.  

In such a variety of product types, a pneumatic 
microfeeder using airflow as driving resource is an advanced 
system: it is built based on a 3D microfluidic system, 
concerned with multiple physics, used through active 
function for delivering objects by means of speed-up 
airflows. Arrayed microactuators are included in the 
pneumatic actuation system. Complex interactions, including 
fluidic dynamics, mechanics, electrostatics and 
electromagnetics, are involved in these pneumatic 
microactuators. Hence this pneumatic microfluidic system 
operates in a multiphysics environment and performs in a 
systematic way.  

There are two types of approaches with regard to contact 
status between the deliveried object and actuator surface [1]. 
One is contact delivery system that delivers an object by 
sliding it on the surface of the system [2]. The other is 
contactless system, moving an object by the interaction of a 
medium which acts between the device and the part that is 
therefore driven above the surface of the system [3]. This 
paper is concerned with the latter system. Comparing with a 
contact delivery system, the contactless system has some 
characteristic advantages as follows [4]: (i) Surface forces 
can be completely neglected; (ii)  It is suitable for handling 
fragile, freshly painted, sensitive micron-sized structured 
surfaces; (iii ) It allows the handling of non-rigid microparts; 
(iv) There is no contamination of and from the end effector. 
However there are more constraints for the object in order for 
it to be moved with no contact: the object should be planar 
shaped and with a balanced weight distribution.  

Microfluidic systems play a key function in contactless 
pneumatic microfeeder systems. Microfluidic systems have 
specific characters from macrofluidic systems. Different 
from pipe systems used in macro fluidic systems, 
microfluidic systems are constructed with channels in solid 
blocks for 3D systems or in planes for 2D and 2.5D systems. 
Microfabrication by drilling or lithography is a method with 
low materials cost efficiency. However, with uniform 
materials and integrated structure for both channel and 
basement, high structural integrity and stability are obtained. 
Comparing with macrosystems, microfluidic flow has some 
peculiar characteristics. As a result of their micro size, 
channel walls take a large share of the cross-section of a 
channel, resulting in a geometry of channels with high 
surface-to-volume ratio. This leads to relative low flow 
velocity and a laminar distribution as the general flow 
condition [5]. With channels integrated in vulume, the wall 
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surface quality in microfluidic systems is not as high as that 
in macrosystems where the pipe is the basic form and pipe 
materials and quality are more optional. Moreover, in 
microfluidic systems there is generally no free surface and 
shear stress becomes a dominant factor. It can be seen that, 
from a manufacturing point of view, comparably, 
microfluidic systems adopt a primeval natural cave form in 
nature, whereas macrofluidic systems generally take the 
advanced natural fluid system forms can that be found in 
living creatures.  

The charateristics of microflow leads Computational 
Fluid Dynamics (CFD) to become an inevitable means for 
the performance assessment of microfluidic systems. Due to 
the microsize and multiple physics involved, a microfluidic 
system is difficult to be treated with instinct and experience. 
CFD therefore provides a tool for analysis of the system 
and an instrument for investigation and illustration of 
detailed fluidic performances. Similarly to other 
disciplinary support systems, CFD has changed from 
traditional assessment means and become active over all 
processes of products in design disposal, fabrication 
manipulation and reliability prediction. 

This paper, presents a study on design and modelling of 
a micropneumatic actuator system: the part to be conveyed 
is suspended and moved over the surface of the device by 
the outcoming airflow. Relevant theoretical background of 
fluid dynamics is provided and structural analysis and mod-
ification are performed.. The focus of this study is put on 
the effects of structural features of the microfeeder to the 
airflow control. For this purpose, the scope is concentrated 
on the airflow performance with a qualitative analysis ra-
ther than a detailed integration of all the effects such as 
electrostatic action and mechanical deformation. The main 
contents of the paper are discussed through three parts, re-
spectively on theoretical analysis, modelling & simulation 
and conceptual design. 

2 Mechanism of the pneumatic actuator 
An arrayed pneumatic feeder for microassembly systems is 
presented in [6, 7]. The array is composed of a set of 
microactuators, distributed in the horizontal plane. The 
nozzles are opened and closed by electrostatic actuation. In 
this way, the direction of the outcoming airflows can be 
controlled that is used for controlling the movement of the 
hovering object. Figure 1 shows the arrayed pneumatic 
microactuator system. The tiny actuators in the array are 
shaped as 3D cubic structures, each comprising a central 
electrode block and four side electrode walls. Four airflow 
nozzles, formed from the gaps between the side electrodes 
and central electrode, are located in the four sides of the 
actuator. In addition to the electrodes, there are four pillars 
located at the four corners of the actuator. The pillars are 
designed as fixed objects on the array for giving the whole 
structure a higher mechnical robustness. Figure 2 gives a 
description of a single microactuator: pressurised air is 
supplied from the bottom of the actuator and escapes 
through the nozzles located at the top of the device. The 
fast escaped directional air jets produce high pressure at the 
bottom of the object, driving it above the array and moving 
towards one direction parallel to array surface.  

The elements of a microactuator are connected to a PCB 
board so that an electrostatic force can be created (Fig. 2). 

Hence, the microactuator has four working and one neutral 
mode. Figure 3 shows the top view of a microactuator in 
neutral and working modes, respectively. In the neutral 
mode, the four nozzles are opened in equal width and the 
four outcoming airflows produce an equilibrium resultant 
force that supports the object making it hovering above the 
array. 

 
Fig. 1. Arrayed pneumatic microactuator system [6] 

 

 
 

 
Fig. 2. Pneumatic microactuator [6] 

 
When in working mode, electric voltage is applied to the 

central element and one selected side wall; the two act as the 
armors of a capacitor and move towards each other due to the 
electrostatic interaction. As a result, one nozzle is closed and 
another is enlarged. This leads to the equilibrium of the 
airflow forces in this direction being broken. With oblique 
collision of air jet to the object, an actuating force parallel to 
the feeder surface is produced correspondingly. By 
simultaneously controlling the actuators located under the 
object in a same phase, a resultant force is formed to drive 
the object. As microactuators are arranged in the array in two 
perpendicular directions, the pneumatic microactuator system 
can produce driving forces to move an object in two 
perpendicular directions.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Top views of a microactuator in neutral and 
working positions 

 
The central electrode is not in contact with the side 

electrodes or the corner pillars in neutral mode. To keep a 
stable state of the central electrode, suspensions/springs are 
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implemented between the central electrode and four side 
pillars. Unlike macrosystems where suspensions/springs are 
shaped as spiral state in 3D, microsprings are generally 
constructed by some simplified methods and structures with 
2D method [8], due to the difficulties in microfabrication 
techniques and limited space in the system. In this design, 
simplified springs with bending beams are adopted to form 
the suspensions.  

The direction of the interaction force between air jets and 
an object depends on the direction of the air issuing from the 
microfeeder, whereas the air jet directions are mainly 
determined by the structure of the outlet nozzles. In this 
study, several plans are tested corresponding to different 
relative vertical positions between central and side electrodes 
to optimise the performance of a directional nozzle. Figure 4 
shows the neutral mode when the central and side electrodes 
are positioned at the same height. Considering the symmetric 
character of the microactuator in two perpendicular 
horizontal directions, each actuator is apt to be described 
with a 2D model. With regard to the working processing of 
the actuator, two positions are modelled to represent the 
neutral and working modes, respectively.  
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Original design of the pneumatic actuator. Dimentions 
in the figure are in micrometers 

 
Incompressible Newtonian flow is adopted in modelling. 

All contact surfaces of the airflow with solids, including the 
boundary surfaces of the central electrode, the inside surfaces 
of the side electrodes, the bottom surface of the object, as 
well as the suspension/spring surfaces, are modelled with 
walls, on which airflows are set to no-slip status. According 
to work conditions of the system, the input condition of 
airflow is determined by air pressure applied on the inlet. 
The outlet boundary conditions are also set to air pressures, 
applied at the boundary interfaces between the object and the 
top surface of actuator. In all circumstances, the inlet air 
pressure is set to 8 KPa and the outlet air pressure is set to 0. 
The detail process of the electrode motions under 
electrostatic force is not modelled. Instead, airflows in two 
extreme positions of the electrodes are analysed.  

3 Fluid dynamics of airflow 

3.1 Conservation laws related 

The flow is considered as a steady and fully developed flow 
and satisfies the conservation laws. The mass conservation 
law of a flow can be expressed as [9] 

0div v
t

ρ ρ∂ + =
∂

    (1) 

where ρ is the density of the flow and v the velocity. The 
conservation of mass reflects the continuity property of flow 
materials and denotes the relationship of the velocity and 
cross section of a inside flow. For imcompressible flows, 

0tρ∂ ∂ = . Thus, Eq. (1) can be simplified as  

0div vρ =      (2) 

The conservation of momentum of a flow can be 
expressed as  

( )
( ) bv

div vv divT f
t

ρ ρ ρ∂ + = +
∂

  (3) 

where T is the stress tensor of the flow and bf  the body 

force. The conservation of momentum reflects the 
application of Newton’s second law of motion in the region 
of fluid dynamics, implying that the change rate of 
momentum of material control volume, in time and in space, 
equal to the forces applied on the volume, by body forcea 
and tension stress, respectively.  

When supplied through the inlet until it strikes the planar 
object, the airflow experiences several stages. Firstly, it 
passes through the cavity. Then, it rushes through the outlet 
nozzle. Finally, it strikes the bottom of the object. In the 
following subsections, these processes are analysed using 
conservation laws. 

3.2 Airflow channel 

The changes of the airflow velocity between the inlet cavity 
inside actuator and the outlet channel can be deducted from 
mass conservation. Exhibited with integral form, the mass 
conservation Eq. (2) can be expressed as, 

∫ ∫=
chan cell

cellcellychanchany dAVdAV __ ρρ   (4) 

Or, 

_ _

chan cell

y chan chan y cell cell

A A

V dA V dA=∫ ∫   (5) 

where, ρ is the flow density, V the flow velocity, A the cross 
area. The subcripts chan and cell denote the outlet channel 
and inside cavity, respectively. Using average quantities for 
the velocity, Eq. (5) can be expressed as 

_ , _ ,y chan avg chan y cell avg cellV A V A=   (6) 

That is, 

_ , _ ,y chan avg y cell avg cell chanV V A A=   (7) 

It can be seen from Eq. (7) that the average velocities in 
the outlet channel and inside cavity are inversely 
proportional to the cross-area. In this design, the area of the 
cross-section of the inside cavity is ten-times that of the 
outlet channel. The velocity in the outlet channel is therefore 
much higher than that in the inside cavity. 

3.3 Outlet nozzle 
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The pressure loss when the airflow passes through the outlet 
nozzle can be analysed using the momentum conservation 

law. Having a steady flow, 0)( =∂∂ tvρ . Substituted into 

Eq. (3) and expressed with integral form, Eq. (3) becomes: 

chanwallwchanoutin

A A

chanoutchanin

gLAAAPP

dAvdAv
chan chan

ρτ

ρρ

−−−=

−∫ ∫

)(

22

 (8) 

where P is the pressure, wτ the shear stress, wallA the cross 

section for the wall of the outlet nozzle, L the length of the 
nozzle, the subscripts in and out denote the entering and 
escaping of airflow from a control volume.  

From conservation of mass, 

∫ ∫=
chan chanA A

chanoutchanin dAvdAv 22 ρρ   

Eq (8) becomes: 

chan

wall
woutin A

A
gLPP τρ =−− )(   (9) 

For a nozzle with rectagular cross-section of width a and 
length b,  

ab

Lba

A

A

chan

wall )(2 +=  

For a nozzle with square cross-section of edge length a, 

a

L

a

La

A

A

chan

wall 4)2(2
2

==  

For a nozzle with circle cross-section of diameter D,  

D

L

D

DL

A

A

chan

wall 4

4

1 2

==
π

π
 

Substitute these into Eq.(9), one has 

gL
D

L
PP

cross
woutin ρτ +=− 4

    (10a) 

where crossD is the character parameter of cross-section of 

the nozzle. For a circle, DDcross = , for a square, 

aDcross = , for a rectagular, 
)(

2

ba

ab
Dcross +

= . 

In microflow, viscous forces are far larger than inertial 
force, becoming a dominant factor. Ignoring gravitional 
function, Eq. (10a) becomes 

cross
woutin D

L
PP

4τ=−     (10b) 

It can be seen from Eq.(10) that pressure drop through a 
nozzle is decided by the length and cross section of the 
nozzle. As the cross section of the inlet cavity is much 
larger than that of the outlet nozzle, pressure loss in the 
inlet cell is thus much less than in the nozzle. It can also be 
seen that the solution to pressure loss is transferred to 
searching wall shear stress. From fluid dynamics, 

/ 2
x

w y a

v

y
τ µ =

∂=
∂

     (11) 

where µµµµ is the dynamic viscosity, vx the velocity along the 
axis direction of the nozzle, y the distance in ratius direciton 

of the nozzle and a/2 the distance from flow centre to 
nozzle wall. 

3.4 Interactions of airflow with the object 

Figure 5 shows the interaction between the issuing airflow 
and the conveyed object. The airflow rushes out from the 
outlet nozzle in an oblique direction, striking on the bottom 
of the object. When this airflow jet strikes on the solid ob-
ject, the particles of airflow do not rebound but instead flow 
over the bottom surface of the planar object [10]. For the 
directional outcoming air jet shown in Fig. 5, most of the 
flow will travel towards the right-hand side.  

 
 

Fig. 5. Interaction between a planar object and airflow 
 

The interactions between the airflow and the bottom of 
the object can be analyzed using the conservation of momen-
tum. In the vertical direction of the planar object, the interac-
tion follows Newton’s second law of motion: 

( )ver
ver obj body

d mv
F F F

dt
= = +∑                   (12) 

or 

,1 ,0 ,1 0cosver ver ver
ver

v v v v
F m m

t t

θ− −
= =

∆ ∆∑    (13) 

where m is the mass of air particles, ∆t the action period the 

flow striking the object, 0v and 1v the velocities of the air-

flow just before and after the interaction, verF∑  the resul-

tant force acting on the airflow in the vertical direction, in-
cluding the interaction force of the object to the 

airflow objF and the gravity force of the airflowbodyF . As the 

reflect vertical velocity of the airflow ,1verv becomes zero, Eq. 

(12) becomes 

)
cos

( 00, g
t

v
mmg

t

v
mF ver

obj +
∆

−=−
∆

−= θ
      (14) 

objF  equals to the force acting on the object, which is used 

to support the object hovering above the microfeeder’s sur-
face. The acting time ∆t is related to the stiffness of the ob-
ject surface.  

In the horizontal direction, the momentum interaction can 
be expressed as 

( )hor
hor fri

d mv
F F

dt
= =∑                                     (15) 

or 

Fver 

Ffri 

Airflows 

Object 

Interaction force of 
object to airflow 

θ 
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,1 ,0 ,1 0sinhor hor hor
fri

v v v v
F m m

t t

θ− −
= =

∆ ∆
        (16) 

It can be seen that through the impact interaction of the 
airflow with the object, the momentum of the airflow is 
changed from an oblique to horizontal direction. This implies 
that all the momentum in the vertical direction is transmitted 
to the force to support the object, whereas most of the 
momentum in the horizontal direction is remained. The 
difference between the original and final momentums in 
horizontal direction is transmitted into the friction force 
driving the object.  

4 Analysis and design of outlet nozzle  
Airflow direction is closely related to the geometry of the 
outlet nozzle which is formed by the gap between the central 
and side electrodes. The original design of the outlet nozzle 
is assessed and optimised through the analysis of the effects 
of relative positions between central and side electrodes on 
the outcoming airflow direction.  

The original design of the microactuator has been shown 
in Fig. 4, in which the upper edge of the central and side 
electrodes are located at the same height. Finite volume 
method is used in the modelling. Three analysis packages, 
Physica [11], Ansys [12] and Comsol [13], were used in the 
simulation of this case to verify the suitability of different 
packages. Consistent results are obtained among these three 
packages. The maximum airflow velocities of the 
microactuator in the outlet channel obtained by the packages 
Ansys, Physica and Comsol are 21.0 m/s, 21.4 m/s and 23.0 
m/s, respectively. Figure 6 shows the velocity vector profile 
of the airflow simulated with Physica.  

It can be seen that the microactuator transmits pressurised 
air into accelerated air flows, which are used as the driving 
resource to support or move the object. The high pressure air 
is provided from wide sized inlet to keep a stable input of air 
resource. Passing through the narrow shaped outlet nozzle, 
airflows are concentrated and speeded up. The escaped high-
speed airflow rushes out of the outlet nozzle, striking the 
bottom of the object.  

 

 
Fig. 6. Velocity vector profile of micro airflow in the neutral 

position  
 

 
Fig. 7. Outcoming airflow in the plan when the central and 

side electrodes located at the same heights 
 

 
Fig. 8. Outcoming airflow in the plan when the upper edge of 

the side electrode being lower than that of the central 
electrode 

 

 
Fig. 9. Outcoming airflow in the plan when the upper edge of 

the side electrode located at the same height as the below 
edge of the central electrode 
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Fig. 10. Outcoming airflow in the plan when the upper edge 
of the side electrode is lower than the below edge of the side 

electrode 
 

Four locations corresponding to different relative heights 
of the central and side electrodes were modelled to 
investigate their effect on the air jet directions. The velocity 
vectors are shown in Figs 7 through 10.  

Figures 7 to 10 show that the outcoming direction and 
development of the airflow are affected by the following 
factors: the normal direction of outlet nozzle channel/wall 
located outside of the nozzle, and the geometry and air 
pressure in the cavity between two electrodes. It can be 
seen that when lowering the height of the side electrode, the 
deflection angle of the airflow incresed. The lowering side 
electrode brings two changes to the local structure. One is 
that a side wall is formed by the side surface of the top part 
of the central electrode. The other is that the normal 
direction of the outlet nozzle is changed. It is in the vertical 
direction in Figs 7 and 8 and changed to oblique directions 
in Figs 9 and 10. 

It can also be seen that the velocity of the outcoming 
airflow is roughly inversely proportional to the length of the 
outlet channel. The maximum velocity of airflow is 22m/s 
in the case of full length channel (Fig. 7), 40m/s in the case 
of half-length of the original channel (Fig. 8) and 58m/s in 
the case without channel (Fig. 9). This is coped with Eq. 
(10), in which the pressure drop over outlet channel is 
roughly inversely proportional to the length of the channel.  

Based on the simulation results, the initial design with 
the central and side electrodes at same height (Fig. 6 or 7) 
cannot provide an oblique air jet and is thus abandoned. 
The structures shown in Figs. 8 to 10 can produce oblique 
air jets and thus are suitable options. Among these, the 
oblique nozzle configuration shown in Fig. 10 has the 
advantage of providing flexible adjustment for the air jet 
direction and is therefore adopted.  

The effects of various factors on the airflow distribution 
are discussed in detail as follows: 

• Nozzle normal direction. This determines the normal 
direction of the outcoming airflow and is the most im-
portant factor for the basic direction of the airflow. It 
can be seen from Fig. 10 that by varying the normal 
direction of the nozzle from vertical to an oblique an-
gle, the escaped direction of the airflow is dramati-
cally changed.  

• Walls located outside of the nozzle. This affects and 
deflects the moving direction of airflow escaped from 
the nozzle. A vertical wall located just outside of the 

nozzle can prevent the airflow to deflect towards one 
side and lead the flow to diffuse towards the other di-
rection. It can be seen from Figs 8 and 9 that the side 
surface of the top edge of the central electrode and the 
top surface of the side electrode constitute right an-
gled walls to regularise the airflow development.  

• Channels. Outlet channels have the function of con-
centrating and regulating the airflow direction [14]. 
Passing through a channel, the distribution of the air 
in the channel becomes even and the flow direction is 
focused. However, with high resistance in a micro-
channel, the kinetic energy of the airflow is reduced 
(see Eq. (10)). It can be seen from Figs 6 and 7 that 
the maximum air jet velocity is doubled when the out-
let channel length becomes a half of the original one.  

• Air outlet route. Airflow finally goes out between the 
bottom of the object and the top surface of the actua-
tor. This determines the development trend of the air-
flow in the final stage. As the airflow movement is de-
termined by its kinetic momentum in the early stages, 
the movement of the airflow in the late stages is de-
cided by the differences of air-pressures in the system.  

• Air inlet cavity between electrodes. These should en-
sure the stable supply of pressurised air and satisfy 
other requirements, such as fabrication, mechanical 
and electrostatic performances. A low velocity and 
high pressure air is suitable as it can keep continuity 
supplies and so obtain a stable performance of the 
feeder.  

5 Conceptual design of microactuator 

5.1 Categorizing patterns of microactuator 

Being the driving force, the airflow direction is the focus in 
the microactuator design. As discussed above, the airflow 
distribution is mainly affected by the following factors: (i) 
nozzle normal position, (ii ) outside walls of nozzle and (iii ) 
outlet channel axial directions. The normal direction of the 
nozzle is formed by the two convexes of the two top edges of 
the central and side electrodes. By adjusting the relative 
position of the central and side electrodes, different angles of 
the nozzle can be formed. The relative position of the walls 
outside of the nozzle is related to the relative heights of the 
central and side electrodes. If located at the same height, the 
normal directions of two walls are towards one direction. If 
located at different heights, the top surface of one electrode 
and the side surface of the other electrode constitute two 
perpendicular walls outside of the nozzle. In this case, these 
two walls can regulate the outcoming airflow direction. 
Unlike the wall outside of the nozzle, the walls inside the 
nozzle in the cell are always positioned in perpendicular 
angles and thus the airflow in the cavity of the actuator is 
decided by the width and height.  

To form an oblique directional nozzle and two 
perpendicular walls outside and inside the nozzle, the central 
and side electrodes should be located at different heights and 
one of the central and side electrode has to be shaped as a 
angle. There are therefore two possible shapes of electrodes, 
i.e. angle and wall, and two relative positions of the central 
and side electrodes, i.e. whichever electrode with the angle 
structrue located higher than the other. Figure 11 shows these 
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two basic plans in neutral position, in which the nozzles are 
formed by two top convexes of the electrodes. Plan (a) is 
discussed in the present paper, whereas plan (b) has been 
processed by literature [3].  

Embodying an outlet channel can effectively control the 
direction and concentration of an air jet. For a nozzle design 
with embodied a channel to increase the concentration of the 
airflow, the axial direction of the channel should not in the 
vertical direction so that a horizontal branch driving force 
can be produced. The design plans with embodied outlet 
channel is developed from Fig. 11, shown in Fig. 12. In this 
way, the outcoming airflows are more concentrated in a fixed 
direction, no matter in a neutral or working mode. With an 
embodied channel, the oblique surfaces on the central and 
side electrodes are also easy to be equipped with each other 
in a working mode. However, a more complex fabrication 
required for this option that, at present state, is a challenge 
technique.  

It can be seen that two categories of the microactuator 
have some similarities: both have oblique nozzles and two 
perpendicular walls extending out from the nozzles. The 
geometries inside the nozzles are also similar. Both designs 
can therefore produce similar directional air jets rushing out 
from nozzles. The differences lie in deflected directions of 
airflows. The airflow directions outcoming nozzles in Plan A 
are towards two sides, whereas in Plan B towards the central 
region. As a result, the two flows in Plan B coming from the 
same actuator will interact with each other and two flows in 
plan A may interact with the flows from other adjacent units. 
Correspondingly the acting place of the resultant airflow 
force on the object in Plan B is located above the unit and in 
Plan A is above unit boundaries.  

 

 
(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Fig. 11. Two basic designs of air outlet nozzle 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Fig. 12. Alternative designs of outlet nozzles with channels 
embodied  

5.2 Performance of microactuator of Plan A for 
this design 

Based on the above discussions, the concept design of Plan A 
is chosen and simulated. The velocity vector profiles are 
shown in Figs 13 and 14. Both figures show oblique 
directional outlet nozzles. The difference between the two 
options is that short channels are embodied in the outlet 
nozzle in Fig. 14. That is, Figs 13 and 14 are corresponding 
to the Plan A in Figs 11 and 12, respectively. The angle of 
elevaton of the outlet nozzle in Fig. 14 is 60°. It can be seen 
that the two designs work well with regard to airflow 
distribution. Between the two options, the case with an 
oblique channel nozzle results in more concentrated airflow. 
An oblique directional airflow is produced. It strikes the 
bottom of the object, producing both vertical and horizontal 
forces for hovering and driving the object.  

In working mode, the airflow distribution in an actuator is 
not symmetric anymore as in neutral mode. Considering the 
airflow direction, two halves of adjacent neighbouring 
actuators are chosen for modelling for working mode. 
Figures 15 and 16 show the velocity vectors of the simulation 
of the working mode. It is assumed that in working mode, the 
airflow flows from one nozzle. It can be seen that with the 
size of outlet nozzle widening, the mass flow rate of the 
airflow is larger in work mode than in neutral mode. It can 
also be seen that the structure with embodied short channels, 
i.e. in Fig. 16, can be more effective at directing the airflow. 
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Fig. 13. Velocity profile of the modified design in the neutral 

mode without nozzles 
 

 
Fig. 14. Velocity profile of the modified design in the neutral 

mode with embodied outlet nozzles 
 

 
Fig. 15. Velocity profile of the modified design in a working 

mode without outlet nozzles 
 

 
Fig. 16. Velocity profile of the modified design in a working 

mode with embodied outlet nozzles 
 
After abandoning the long upright outlet channel used in 

the original design and adopting an oblique directional 
nozzle, the direction of the outcoming airflow is more 
controllable and the velocity of the airflow is increased. This 
results in a more flexible suitability of the feeders and a more 
effective action of the airflow.  
 

 
Fig. 17. A prototype of the new design 

 
The initial microfeeder design has been modified on the 

basis of the results from the CFD simulations. Such changes 
have allowed an improvement in the device performance in 
directing the air towards the desired directions. Based on the 
result, a prototype shown in Fig. 17 is being built at the 
University of Norttingham. The corresponding relevance will 
be reported in due course.  

6 Conclusions 
Multidisciplines of electric, mechanical and fluidic are 
concerned with the microfeeder and fluidic dynamics 
behaviour is the key factor for the system performance. 
Electric mainly plays control roles to apply the electrostatic 
force on electrodes of the units and also for the coordination 
of the arrayed system. Mechanical functions are involved in 
the movement of electrodes to control the states of airflow 
nozzles and to undertake the task driving an object. Fluidic 
dynamics is used for performing actuation function. Under 
the actions of electric and mechanic effects, the distribution 
and momentum of the airflows are controlled to such a state 
that their interactions with the bottom of the object will 
produce appropriate air-pressure force to hover and drive it 
to the desired position. 
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The development of the airflow in the microactuator can 
be divided into three stages: (i) inputing into inlet cavity, (ii ) 
speeding-up through nozzle and (iii ) interacting with the 
delivered object. The inlet cavity should sustain a constant 
high pressured air as the action resource of the microactuator. 
The cavity should not be designed too narrow for this reason 
and by such the resistant force to airflow can also be reduced. 
The nozzle is the key link for producing directional airjet. Its 
performance is closely affected by geometry constitution 
around the nozzle. The interaction between the airflow and 
the object is determined by airjet direction and velocity. The 
vertical branch of the momentum of the airjet produces the 
hovering force and the horizontal branch creats the driving 
force for moving the object.  

The geometry of a nozzle is decided by the normal 
direction of the nozzle, the walls extending from the nozzle 
and the nozzle structure, i.e. whether embodying with or not 
a channel. The outcoming direction of the airflow is mainly 
determined by the normal direction of the nozzle. The 
extending walls outside the nozzle have the function of 
enhancing the airflow direction. With two perpendicular 
shaped walls extending from a nozzle, the airflow can be 
controlled so to have a significant horizontal speed 
component. The effect of the air exit route is related to the 
final travel trend of the airflow. As the airflows in this 
studied microfeeder flow towards two sides of the unit, 
interactions between airflows from two adjacent units may 
occur. The structure detail inside the cavity affects the 
stability of the air supply and the electrostatic force level. 
These two have contradictive requirements in many cases.  

The basic structures for pneumatic microactuator are 
categorised into two patterns. These are corresponding to 
relative positions of the central and side electrodes. Both 
have oblique outlet nozzles and can produce directional air 
jet as the driving resource to move an object. For these two 
structural patterns, adopting embodied directional channel 
for outlet nozzle can increase the effectiveness of the 
actuators. In this situation, the outcoming airflow can be kept 
in a fixed direction for both neutral and working modes and 
so has steady performance. Anyway in this case fabrication 
becomes much more challenging. 
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